
 

 

Bough Beech Sailing Club, Wayfarer Finale 
 

On 7/8 November, Bough Beech Sailing Club hosted the final UK Wayfarer Association open 
meeting of the 2015 season, and the final events which would determine both the National Circuit 
Series and the Travellers Series. 
 
20 boats competed over the weekend and, no doubt, more were deterred from attending by the 
forecast of strong southerly winds, especially on the Saturday. Visitors from nine clubs from as far 
away as Birmingham and Norfolk joined the local fleet. 
 
Even as we rigged on Saturday morning, the wind was increasing (and it started to rain) and it 
became difficult to control the boats before we launched, one being swung round 180 degrees on 
its launching trolley in a particularly vicious gust. The race team took the hint and the morning race 
was postponed to a later time. 
 
After a typically nourishing Bough Beech lunch a depleted fleet of 12 boats launched for the 
afternoon race. The race team set a figure of eight course with a gybe mark conveniently placed off 
the Clubhouse to entertain the spectators. Gusts in excess of 30mph were measured on Alan 
Chaplin’s anemometer, and several boats came to grief by capsizing during the race, and some 
before the race had started. Before the first beat was over it looked like this would be a four horse 
race with Len Jones/Jamie Lea arriving first at the windward mark, with Michael McNamara/Simon 
Townsend, Andrew/Tom Wilson and Barry Wolfenden/Alan Richie not far behind. Four became 
three as Len/Jamie capsized on the second beat and Mac/Simon took the lead. Spinnakers were 
as rare as hens’ teeth but Mac/Simon flew theirs on one run, and Barry/Alan did likewise a couple 
of times. Capsizes at the conveniently placed gybe mark were few but there were capsizes aplenty 
elsewhere on the course, often on the upwind legs when heading gusts caught out the unwary. 
The finishing order after an hour of punishing exercise was Mac/Simon first, followed by Barry/Alan 
then Andrew/Tom. 
 
Threats to run a second race back to back after the first were fortunately just empty, and so the 
opportunity to race three races on Sunday became a reality. The forecast was again for strong 
winds, but perhaps not as strong as on the Saturday, and the day would be dry. 
 
After honouring the Remembrance Day silence, 20 boats launched for two races back to back in a 
breeze which built to a solid force 4 by lunchtime. Mac/Simon were in the lead group at the first 
mark, joined this time by Guy Marks/Peter Wolstenholme, Martin/Donna Rouse-Collen and 
Len/Jamie. A “P” course was sailed again with a gybe mark off the Clubhouse. Racing was very 
close with places changing throughout the fleet especially in the second half of the beat where 
getting the shifts right could make or break a race. The race was won by Mac/Simon followed by 
Len/Jamie and then Martin/Donna. 
 
The second race of the day saw Mac/Simon do a horizon job on the fleet, while behind them racing 
was as close as ever. However, Mac/Simon finished to the sound of silence because they were 
OCS at the start, leaving the race win to Guy/Peter followed by Len/Jamie and then Ian 
Richards/Adam Light who had won the pin at the start. 
 
The Bough Beech galley slaves continued to excel themselves over lunch and the fleet ventured 
out for the final race of the weekend in what proved to be the strongest winds of the day. As it had 
been all weekend the racing was very close, but Mac/Simon closed out the weekend as they had 
begun by getting the better of their competitors to win the race, followed by Martin/Donna and 
Guy/Peter. This race also saw two local boats retire after they failed to follow the sailing 
instructions and sail the course and the only capsize of the day for visitor Richard Stone (who 
ought to know better). 
 
The race team did well to get the full complement of races sailed although boats were packed 
away in near darkness before the prize giving in the Clubhouse. Overall results are available on 
the BBSC and Yachts and Yachting websites, but the top 5 results are below: 



 

 

 
1st, 10648 Michael McNamara and Simon Townsend 
2nd, 11050 Guy Marks and Peter Wolstenholme 
3rd, 11067 len Jones and Jamie Lea 
4th, 88 Martin and Donna Rouse-Collen 
5th, 8844 Andrew and Tom Wilson. 
 
The National Circuit Series was won Michael McNamara and Simon Townsend. The Travellers 
Series was won by Brian Lamb and Sam Pygall. 
 
Our thanks to everybody at Bough Beech Sailing Club for their hospitality and providing a 
successful and very enjoyable weekend of sailing to bring down the curtain on the 2015 season. 
 

Tim Townsend, 11012 


